Abstract-In order to improve the performance of network traffic prediction model, a novel network traffic prediction model is proposed in this paper which embedding dimension and time delay of network traffic time series are jointly optimized by genetic algorithm. The optimail embedding dimension and time delay are used to establish the one-step and multi-step based on RBF neural network, finally, the simulation experiments are carried out to test the performance of the proposed model. The results show that the proposed model can select the optimal embedding dimension, delay time, and can significantly improve the prediction accuracy of network traffic, and the prediction resresults is better than reference models.
INTRODUCTION
With development of network technology, network congestion is more seriously. The performance of network traffic prediction model is very important for network management, therefore, the network traffic prediction becomes a hot study issue [1, 2] .
Experts and scholars have conducted lots of researches on network traffic prediction problem, and have established some network traffic prediction models [3] . Traditional network traffic prediction models include the gray model, time series model, and linear regression analysis model, etc [4] [5] [6] . Since the network traffic data is a time series, autoregressive moving average model (ARIMA) is widely used in the traditional models, and has obtained good prediction performance. As the network is more and more widely applied, the type of data network transmission becomes diverse, and the changes of network traffics have multi-scale, self-similarity, nonlinear and time-varying, periodic and so on, traditional models are based on linear modeling, and can not accurately describe the nonlinear change characteristics of network traffic [8] . Therefore, the prediction results are not quite accurate which are not suitable for the developing requirements of modern large-scale networks. In recent years, there appeared some network traffic prediction models based on chaos theory. In chaotic prediction models, there are two key steps: one is phase space reconstruction which decides time delay (τ) and embedding dimension (m), the other is to select prediction model for chaotic time series [9] . τ and m are selected independently in previous studies and some relative models are developed. The methods determining τ mainly include autocorrelation function method [10] , and average mutual information method [11] , while the methods determining m mainly include trial method and false neighbor point method [12] . Although Takens theory has proved that τ and m of an infinite and noiseless time series are mutually independent, all time series are finite and influenced inevitably by various noises in real world, so now many researchers addressed that τ and m are interrelated. C-C [13] and τ-m automatic method [14] are emerged, However, C-C method calculation results are under-stable and τ-m automatic method evaluation criteria are subjective [15] . So it is lack of the optimal τ and m determination method with strong universal. At present, the artificial intelligence has been successfully applied to deal with the network traffic prediction problem, such as support vector regression (SVR) and artificial neural networks (ANN) [16] . SVR has been widely used for modeling network traffic due to its global approximation property. Previous researchers indicated that SVR based on the structural risk minimization principle is better than traditional statistical models. However, the network traffic has larger data, and SVR suffers from low training speed and difficulty in determining the parameters of kernel function. On the contrary, RBF neural network (RBFNN) has a faster training speed and exhibits better prediction accuracy due to its implementation of the empirical risk minimization principle which considers both the training error and the speed of the regression model. So RBFNN is select as prediction algorhtm of network traffic in this paper.
In order to improve the prediction accuracy of network traffic, this paper proposes a novel network traffic prediction model which embedding dimension and time delay of network traffic are jointly optimized by genetic algorithm. The optimal embedding dimension and delay time are obtained by genetic algorithm and are used to establish the one-step and multi-step prediction models based on RBFNN, and finally, the simulation experiments are is carried out to test the performance of the proposed model. The results show that we can obtain the best optimization values by the jointly optimization algorthm, and the prediction accuracy of network traffic is significantly improved.
II. PROPOSED SCHEME

A. Phase Space Reconstruction
According to the chaos dynamics theory, time series contain useful information and reflect the process of system evolution. The complex characteristic of time series can be considered as the evolutionary result of a certain trace called chaos attractor [17] .
If giving a time series {x(t),i=1,2,…N}, a phase space can be reconstructed by the following equation:
where, u(t i ) is the point in phase space, m is embedding dimension, τ is time delay, M is the number of points in phase space, and which can be given by value of M=N-(m-1)k.
B. Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithm (GA) is often viewed as function optimizer, although the range of problems to which GA has been applied is quite broad [18] . The three most important aspects of using GA are: definition of the objective function, definition and implementation of the genetic population, definition and implementation of the genetic operators. Once these three have been defined, the generic genetic algorithm shall work fairly well.
C. Jointly Optimization Based on Genetic Algorithm
From equation (1) we can know that phase space reconstruction result is decided by τ and m. The quality of the phase space reconstruction directly impacts the performace of the prediction model. In the phase space reconstruction, there is a nonlinear mapping is
RBFNN model is established according to the nonlinear mapping function and obtains prediction model which can obtain good prediction accuracy of network traffic. The performance of network traffic prediction model is related to τ value of τ and m directly affects the quality of phase space reconstruction, (2) when the prediction model is established based on RBFNN, m is selected as the number of the input variables and the number of hidden layer vector to make the training model more consistent with the features of the original network traffic. And it not only avoids the subjectivity and complexity of optimization results, but also the results is more accurate and credible.
In order to solve τ and m optimization problem, GA is introduced to optimized the parameters of network traffic prediction model to improve the prediction accuracy of the network traffic.
1) Particle encoded. The individual of GA comprises two parts: τ and m, Fig.1 shows the binary individual representation of our design. In Fig.1, τ 1~τi represents the value of parameter m, m 1~mj represents the parameter value σ. Figure 1 . The design of individual 2) Fitness function. The objection of τ and m optimization is to improve the prediction accuracy of network traffic. Thus, the individual with high prediction accuracy produces a high fitness value. The individual with high fitness value has high probability to be preserved to the next generation, so user should appropriately define these settings according to his requirements. The fitness function of individual is defined as follow: (4) where, i y is the true value of network traffic, i y is the prediction value of model, n is the number of samples. 
D. Steps of Jointly Optimization Network Traffic Prediction
Step1: the data of network traffic are collected and divided into the training samples and test samples.
Step2: the ranges of τ and m are designed while the parameters of GA are designed.
Step3: the initial individuals are produced randomly, which represented τ and m.
Step4: the individuals are decoded parameters (τ,m), the network traffic are reconstructed according to τ and m.
Step5: the training samples are input into RBFNN to train and establish the network traffic prediction model, the fitness function value of individual is calculated according to Eq. (4) .
Step6: selection, crossover and mutation operation are carried out and produce the next generation population.
Step7: the new population are decoded into the new parameters (τ,m) and used to reconstruct train and test samples of network traffic, and then train samples are input into RBFNN to learn and calculates the fitness vaule. If stop criterion of GA is meet, return to step6, otherwise return to step3.
Step8: the optimal parameter (τ,m) of network traffic prediction model are obtained..
The flow chart of network traffic prediction model is shown in figure 2.
III. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
A. Network Traffic Data
In this section, the simulation experiments are carried out to test the performace of the proposed. Network traffic time series are from http://newsfeed.ntcu.net/~news/2013/, which has an access to 1200 network traffic points, and which is shown in figure3. In order to avoid network traffic data in greater numeric ranges dominating those in smaller numeric ranges during RBFNN training. Generally, network traffic data are scaled to the range [0,1] by formula (5) .
where, x i is original value, x i ' is scaled value, max(x i ) and min(x i ) represent the max and the min value of network traffic separately. 
B. The Evaluation Index of Model Performance
Predicted mean square error (prediction mean square error, PMSE) and the mean relative error (average relative error, ARE) are used as the evaluation index of one-step model. Multi-step prediction model need consider predict trend and predict step, so PMSE. ARE and the maximum prediction step are used as evaluation index for multi-step. PMSE and ARE are defined as follows
where, () xi and () xi are true value and the prediction value of model, N is the number of samples, () xi is the average value.
C. One-Step Prediction for Network Traffic 1) Network Traffic Prediction Model Based on τ, m Independent Optimization
In the one-step prediction model, the first 800 points are taken as the training samples while the other 400 point are taken as the prediction sample.
(a) two-dimensional diagram are constructed for the network traffic {x(t)}, and (x,y)= [x(t),x(t+τ), τ=1.
(b) In the two-dimensional diagram, the attractor of the rectangular box is drawn, and the rectangular frame is divided into equal small lattice, x 0 and y 0 are the starting point for lattice, Δx and Δy are small length lattice of x and y direction, M x and M y are the lattice number of x and y direction respectively. 
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where, H(X) represents the uncertainty degree of X, P(x i ) is the probability of x i , q is the number of States, H(X,Y) is combined with information entropy X and Y, P(x i ,y i ) is probability of x i and y i . The curve of mutual information function for network traffic time series is shown in figure 3 . From figure 4, we can see, when τ=5, the mutual information function has achieved to the minimum value, so the network traffic is τ=5.
m values gradually increased from 1 to 15, and prediction models of network traffic are established for different m values with RBFNN, the PMSE and ARE values are shown in figure 5 for different m values.
From figure 5 , we can see that, when m=5, minimum value of PMSE is 8.440×0 -3 , m=7, and minimum value of ARE is 6.973×10 -2 , network traffic time series are reconstructed by τ=5, m=5 and τ=5, m=7 respectively. And the training samples are input into RBFNN to learn and one-step prediction models of network traffic is established, and finally one-step prediction results of test samples are shown in figure 6 and figure 7 . From figure 6 and 7, we can know that the prediction results of τ=5, m=5, and τ=5, m=7 are very good., but the prediction results of m=7 is superior to m=5, so the best embedding dimension value of the network traffic time series is: m=7.
2
) The Network Traffic Prediction Model Based on τ, Jointly Optimization for One-Step Prediction
Firstly, the range of τ and m are defined as 1< τ <30, (1<m<20) respectively, and then f τ and m are jointly optimization by GA. Network traffic time series are reconstructed according to parameters (τ, m) and are input into RBFNN to establish the one-step prediction model, finally, three group parameters of the three (1, 5) , (2, 5) , (1, 8) ].
Compared with independent optimization prediction model, the results show that the minimum ARE (2.322×10 -2 ) of jointly optimization model of is far less than the minimum ARE (6.973×10
-2 ) of independent optimization model, so the prediction accuracy of the jointly optimization model is significantly improved.
Three group parameters(τ,m)= [ (1, 5) , (2, 5) , (1, 8) ] are input into RBFNN to establish the prediction models of network traffic, one-step prediction results and corresponding prediction absolute error are shown in figure 8-10 . 
D. Multi-step Prediction of Network Traffic 1) Multi-step Prediction of Independent Optimization
Firstly, τ is determine by using mutual information method and (τ=7) is obtained, and then the embedding dimension (m) value is increased from 1 to 10, multi-step prediction models are established by using RBFNN for different m values, and finally, the relation between the maximum prediction step and m is shown in figure 11 . From figure 11 , the value of maximum prediction step is 260, while the corresponding m=6, τ=7 are used to establish multi-step prediction model based on RBFNN, and multi-step prediction result and prediction error are shown in figure 12 . From figure 12 , we can know that network traffic time series is reconstructed based on τ=7 and m=6 can predict about 400 steps, the prediction results is very good, so the best embedding dimension (m=6) is used to reconstructed the network traffic time series for multi-step prediction model.
2) Multi-step Prediction of Joint Optimization
Multi-step prediction model of τ and m jointly optimization is similar with one-step prediction model, the maximum prediction step of each parameter (τ, m) is calculated and the maximum value is 350, the three groups parameters are (τ,m)= [ (1, 7) , (2, 6) , (2, 8) ]. Compared with independent optimization model, the maximum prediction step of jointly optimization model is 300 which is significantly greater than the maximum value (260) of independent optimization model, the results shows that the proposed model can improve the prediction accuracy and the effect is more remarkable.
Three groups of parameter (τ,m)= [(1,7), (2, 6) , (2, 8) ] are input into RBFNN to establish the multi-step prediction model of network traffic, the prediction results and absolute error are shown in figure 13-15. and Multi-step prediction models are reconstructed by three groups of parameters (τ,m)= [ (1, 7) , (2, 6) , (2, 8) ] can accurately predict to 590, 570, 577 steps respectively. The results are much better than independent optimization model which can predict the 450 step, so the proposed model significantly improves the multi-step prediction performance of network traffic. E. Analysis and Discussion of the Results τ, m in multi-step network traffic prediction model,and the maximum prediction step are figure 16 , the x axis represents τ value (1<τ<20), y axis represents m value (1<m<30), and z axis represents the maximum prediction step. The conclusions are obtained from figure 15:
(1) When τ=1, the range of m to 4~11. When τ=2, the range of m is from 6 to 13, and when τ=3, the range of m is reduced from 3 to 7.
(2) when m value is 5~8, the prediction results are better than the other parameters, the results verify the correctness of above parameters independent optimization (τ=5, m=7) (3) For the same prediction step, the m value will decrease with the increase of τ value, the value is not constant m×τ, it fluctuates in a small range, such as the maximum prediction step is 350, the corresponding m×τ value sliding in 14~26, and the data in figure 16 data show that change of t value is larger than m value, m and τ have an approximation inverse relationship.
IV. CONCLUSION
Parameters of Network traffic prediction model are optimized jointly by genetic algorithm according to relation between τ and m which one step and multi-step prediction model is constructed based on RBFNN. The results can be concluded as follows:
1) The prediction results of network traffic which τ, m are optimized jointly is obviously is better than that of τ, m independent optimization model. Phase space reconstruction embodies the attractor in low repeatability and strong correlation, τ and m jointly optimization can make full use of the relation between parameters, and can avoid fall into the local optimal, so the results proved that τ and m jointly optimization model is better than independent optimization model for the phase space reconstruction.
2) The simulation experiment is carried out to test the performance of model, and the prediction accuracy is significantly improved, and the results show that the proposed model is feasibility and efficiency for the network traffic prediction.
3) From a global perspective, the prediction results of τ, m jointly optimization are very clearly, the optimal value not only includes short delay, high dimension, and also includes long delay, low dimension, which provides a rich theoretical basis for the phase space reconstruction in the network traffic prediction.
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